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Complementary Matching Vectors and the Uniform Matching 
Extension Property 
THOMAS ZASLA VSKY 
The matching vector of a graph G is the vector m( G) = (mo, mh m2, ... ), where mi = the 
number of i-edge matchings in G. For subgraphs G of a fixed multigraph K, m(G) determines 
m(K - G), if and only if K is one of Km Kim the circuit Cs, any of these graphs with each edge 
replaced by t copies, a certain kind of multigraph based on Knnh or a disjoint union of t-edge 
multistars and multitriangles. The determination is always linear in a simple way. Also m(K + G) is 
determined, where K + G is the edge-disjoint union. The K with this property are just those in 
which every i-matching extends to a j -matching in the same number of ways. These facts generalize 
to edge-weighted graphs. 
The elders of Dibbiton, an ancient European village, concerned for the future of their 
people, wished to determine the marriage prospects of the eligible younger generation. It 
was the custom that only young men and women who knew each other should marry. The 
elders, having found out who knew whom, painstakingly counted up the number of ways 
there could be one marriage (ml), a pair of marriages (m2), and so on. The very next day 
Dibbiton was seized by the neighboring Derdings, who decreed that weddings could 
thenceforth be performed only between persons who did not know each other. * The 
distressed elders began all over the long task of counting the possible marriages (m 1)' pairs 
of marriages (m2), etc. But lot there came a wandering mathematician, who said: "I seem 
to recall from my studies a rook-theory formula of Riordan [3, p. 179, Equation 22] which 
amounts to the equation 
- ,= ~ (_1)i (1- i)j-i(n - i)j-i , 
mJ ,'-- ( • _ ')' m" 1=0 J I. 
(1) 
where I and n are the numbers of young men and women, mo = 1, and (X)r means the 
falling factorial". And so was eased the elders' task, if not their hearts. 
On the planet Gethen (called "Winter" [2]), in the border hamlet Akastny, was a similar 
custom. The elders, wishing to know the marriage prospects in their settlement, carefully 
worked out the numbers of possible marriages (ml), pairs (m2), and so on, considering only 
couples who were acquainted. But Akastny passed from the Kingdom of Karhide to 
Orgoreyn and it was decreed that the marriage custom should be reversed. No Riordan 
came to the aid of the elders, for Gethen is populated by hermaphrodites, anyone of whom 
can marry any other. Yet while the elders struggled to count the possible marriages (ml, 
m2, etc.), a local mathematical genius discovered matching theory and the formula 
_ ~ i (n - 2ib-2i 
mj= ,'-- (-1) 2j- i(._ ')' mi, 
1=0 J I. 
(2) 
where n is the number of marriageable young people and mo = 1. And so the task of the 
elders of Akastny was eased. 
* The advantage of either custom is debated. 
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There is a moral to these stories. The matching vector of a graph G is the vector 
m( G) = (mo, m b m2, ... ) whose entry mj is the number of (partial) matchings in G having i 
edges. Our two villages discovered that, if K = Kin or Km the matching vector of any 
subgraph G s; K determines in quite a simple way that of its complement K - G. The 
property of Kin and Kn which makes this complementation work is the uniform matching 
extension property (UMXP): that any matching of i edges extends to a matching of j edges 
in the same number of ways. * In this article we show how the uniform matching extension 
property of a graph K implies that m(K - G) = m( G)A for every subgraph G, where A is 
an upper triangular matrix associated with K. We also show that, if m(G) determines 
m(K - G) for every G s; K, it can do so only by such a matrix relation, for then K has the 
UMXP. And we prove that the only multigraphs with the UMXP are K n, Kim and the 
5-circuit Cs; the graphs derived from them by replicating each edge the same number of 
times; a type of multigraph based on K nn1 ; and multitriangles, multistars, and certain 
disjoint unions of them. Our treatment is in terms of graphs with weighted edges, which in 
this context generalize multi graphs-and which admit two more kinds of examples. 
After the proofs we discuss three extensions of the complementary matching formulas. 
One concerns algebraic properties. In another we have, instead of matchings, any family of 
graphs closed under taking of edge subgraphs, the matching vector m( G) being replaced by 
the function which counts appearances in G of graphs in the family; we ask for the graphs 
in which there is a complementary determinacy. It turns out that for most families we have 
already almost characterized these graphs. 
The last generalization is to hypergraphs; it is equivalent to a formulation in terms of 
clique extension obtained by shifting attention to the complemented line graph. The 
examples here are diverse and may not be easily classified. 
THE THEOREMS 
Our graphs are finite multigraphs: multiple edges are allowed but not loops. We are 
interested only in the edge sets; isolated vertices are ignored and subgraphs are always 
edge subgraphs. The symbol M j always denotes an i-edge matching. 
The matching number of G is f.L(G). The graphs with f.L = 1, which are the trivial 
examples in our theory, are the multitriangles and multistars (including multilinks). 
If a graph K has the uniform matching extension property, we write nij(K) for the 
number of ways a given i-matching (i;>- 0) can be extended in K to a j-matching, and N(K) 
for the matrix (njj(K)). One readily sees that nj,j+l are fundamental, for 
(j-i)! 
N(K) is upper triangular and has unit diagonal through row f.L(K). We index the rows and 
columns of vectors and matrices by 0, 1,2, ... with no upper limit; thus our matrices are 
infinite although for the most part finitely non-zero. This spares us worry about compati-
bility of multiplication of matrices derived from graphs of various orders. 
If G is a graph and t a positive integer, we denote by tG the graph in which each edge of 
G is replaced by t identical copies. Letting D t (for any number t) be the diagonal matrix 
diag (1, t, t2, . .. ), we see that tK has the UMXP if K does and that 
(3) 
* Originally I was led to Equation (2) by computations with certain signed graphs whose balanced chromatic 
polynomials encode matching vectors [4]. 
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THEOREM 1. Suppose K is a graph with the uniform matching extension property. Then 
for any subgraph G ~ K, the matching vector m( G) determines m(K - G) by the rule 
m(K - G) = m(G)D-1N(K). (4) 
It follows that (if for the moment the row and column indices vary only up to J.t = J.t (K» 
For D-IN(K)D-IN(K) is the identity on matching vectors of subgraphs, and the vectors 
m(Mo), m(M1), • • • ,m(M,.) of matchings of sizes 0,1, . . . ,J.t are a basis for RjL + l. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose K is a graph in which the matching vector of a subgraph 
determines that of its complement. Then K has the uniform matching extension property; 
hence the complementary vector is determined by the linear formula (4). 
By Knn1(t, t') we mean a multigraph which consists of (t+t')Knn and one more vertex 
joined to each left vertex of the Knn with multiplicity t and to each right vertex with 
multiplicity t'. This graph can never be simple if t and t' are positive integers. 
THEOREM 3. The graphs with th.e uniform matching extension property are tKn' tKlm 
K""l(t, t'), tCs (the 5-circuit), and the graphs G r•M • which are the disjoint unions of n 
components each at-edge multistar or multitriangle. (Here t, t', I, n are any positive integers.) 
Their extension matrices are given for i ,,;;; j by 
( K ) _ j-i (1- i)j-i(n - i)j-i nij t In - t (j _ i)! ' 
(K ( '»-( ,)j- i(n-i)H(n-i+1)i-i nij nnl t, t - t + t (j _ i)! ' 
(
1St 5t2) 
N(tCs)= 0 1 2t , 
o 0 1 
(G) i-i(n -i) nij r,n = t . . , J-/ 
where (x), denotes the falling factorial. 
It is almost as easy, and has an interesting algebraic interpretation, to obtain analogous 
results for edge-weighted graphs. A weighted graph G is a graph G together with a 
function g (named by the corresponding miniscule) which assigns to each edge a number, 
its weight.* (Edges outside G are considered to have weight 0.) The graph is properly 
weighted if G is simple and no edge in G has weight O. The weight of an edge set S is 
g(S) = I1 g(e). 
eES 
* More generally, weights can be polynomials or elements of any integral domain with characteristic O. 
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The matching vector of a weighted graph 0 has entries 
mi= L g(Mi), i = 0,1,2,. '" 
M,s;;G 
If one regards a multigraph as a properly weighted graph, the weight of an edge bein.g its 
multiplicity, the matching vector remains the same. Thus weighted graphs are a general-
ization. They also form a vector space, since negative and nonintegral weights are 
meaningful. For instance tKn is a weighted graph with constant weight t; when t is a 
positive integer we can also regard it as a multigraph as we did before. Or Knn1(t, t') can be 
regarded as the simple graph Knn 1 with weights t, t' and t + t'; then t and t' need no lon.ger 
be positive integers. If K and 0 are weighted graphs corresponding to multigraphs having 
integral weights 0,,;;; g ,,;;; k, then K - 0 corresponds to the complement of 0 in K while 
K + 0 corresponds to the edge-disjoint union. 
A weighted graph K (with weight function k) has the uniform matching extension 
property if the quantity 
nj(K;MJ= L k(~\Mi) 
Mj~Mjs;K 
is independent of the particular matching Mi ~ K. Then we write nij(K) for its value and 
N(K) for the matrix (nij(K)), as before. Formula (3) applies now for any number t '" O. The 
analogs of Theorems 1-3 are Theorems 1W-3W. 
THEOREM 1W. Suppose K is a weighted graph with the uniform matching extension 
property. Then for any subgraph 0 ~ K with arbitrary weights, m( 0) determines m(K - 0) 
by the rule (4). 
THEOREM 2W. Suppose K is a weighted graph in which the matching vector of an 
arbitrarily weighted subgraph 0 determines that of its complement K - O. Then K has the 
uniform matching extension property. This remains true if the complementary determination 
holds merely for unit-weighted submatchings. 
A windmill Wn is a graph consisting of n triangles (the blades) meeting at a common 
vertex (the hub). A weighted windmill W"n(t; th' .. , tn) is a windmill in which each edge at 
the end of a blade (away from the hub) has weight t, while the two sides of the ith blade 
extending from the hub are weighted ti and -ti. Thus the total weight is nt. 
A double fan is a connected graph in which every vertex is an end vertex except for two 
adjacent vertices; the edge joining the latter is the handle and the set of all other edges on 
one end of the handle is a fan. 
A graph On(S) is defined to be the disjoint union of properly weighted components of 
which each one is a star, a triangle, a double fan, or a windmill subject to these conditions: 
Th . d '11 W. ( . (i) (i)) f . - 1 h >- O' d th -e wm ml s are n, s, t 1 , •.. , tn, or I - , ••• , p, were p ~ ,an ere are n 
(nl + ... + np ) other components besides the windmills. Each star or triangle has total 
weight s. In each double fan the handle weight is s and the two fans each have total weight 
O. (Since each component is properly weighted, On (s) cannot have a double fan or 
windmill component if s = 0.) 
THEOREM 3W. The properly weighted graphs with the uniform matching extension 
property are tKn> tKln, Knn 1 (t, t'), tCs, and the graphs On (s). (Here t and t' are non-zero 
numbers, t' '" -t, s is any number, and I, n are positive integers.) Their extension matrices 
N(K) are the ones given in Theorem 3 (with N(On(s)) given by the rule for N(Os,n))' 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 1 W 
Suppose G is a weighted graph whose adjacencies are contained in those of K. Then 
mj(K-G)= L IT [k(e)-g(e)] 
Mj~KeEMj 
j , 
= L (-i)' L g(Mi) L k(Mj\M;), 
;=0 Mi~K M j 2Mj 
which, by the UMXP of K, 
j , 
= L (-l)'m;(G)nij(K). 
i~O 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2W 
What we need to prove is that the quantity defined for Mi £: K by 
nj(Mi) = L k(~\M;) 
M j 2Mj 
(5) 
is a function only of i and j, not of the particular matching Mi' That is clearly so when i = O. 
We assume it to be true for i,,;;; 1-1 and prove it for i = I. 
Let us pick a fixed I-matching M/ £: K and give it weight 1. It will simplify the calculation 
to replace K by the edge-disjoint union GuM/ where G = K - M/. (This is permissible 
because K and GuM/ have the same matching vectors.) We define 
h(M) = L g(Mj\M) for M £:M/. 
M j 2M:Mj \M,;;G 
Observe that h(cP) = mj( G) and that 
L h(M) = nj(M'). 
M',;;M,;;M, 
Inverting and evaluating at M' = cP, 
/ 
h(cP) = L (_l)i L nj(M;). 
;=0 Mjr;;;Ml 
If we solve this for nj(M/), using the inductive assumption that nj(Mi) = nij(K), we get 
/-1 ,(I) 
nj(M/) == mj( G) - i~O (-1)' i nij(K). 
Since by assumption mj(G) = mj(K - M/) depends only on m(M/), which depends only on 
I, we see that nj(M/) is the same for any unit-weighted submatching of K having I edges. 
But if M; is the same submatching with any weighting, the definition of nj implies 
nj(M;) = nj(M/). So we have the theorem. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3W 
What we will prove is stronger. 
LEMMA 3W. A properly weighted graph K in which n2(M1 ) = n12 independent of 
Ml £: K and n3(M2) = n23 independent of M2 £: K is one of the graphs listed in Theorem 3W. 
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The existence of n12 and n23 is equivalent to the following statements. 
(1) For every edge, the sum of the weights of it and all adjacent edges is a constant, 
P = nOl-n12. 
(2) For every pair of nonadjacent edges, the sum of the weights of the edges adjacent to 
both is a constant, 0 = nOl - 2n12 + nZ3. 
It is no accident that the existence merely of nlZ and n23, or P and 0, implies the uniform 
matching extension property of a graph. It is because an edge has only two endpoints. We 
show this in the proof of Lemma 3X. 
LEMMA 3X. If a properly weighted graph K has n 12 and nZ3 (or P and 0) defined, then it 
has the uniform matching extension property and 
nj,j+1 = C; 1)no1 -i(i -2)nlZ +G)nz3' 
The proof is a simple inclusion-exclusion argument. Let P(Mj ) be the total weight of all 
edges in or adjacent to any edge in M j and let O(Mj ) be the total weight of all edges 
adjacent or equal to every edge of M j. Then P(Mj ) = nOl - nj+1(Mj). By inclusior. and 
exclusion we have 
P(Mj ) = L O(M1) - L o (M2) + L o (M3 ) - •• , • 
But O(M1) = P, O(Mz) = 0, and, because no edge is adjacent to three independent edges, 
o (M3) = ... =0. Since O=nOl-2n12+n23, we have a formula for ni+l(M;) whose 
independence of the particular i-matching establishes the lemma. 
From Lemma 3X it follows that in a disconnected graph K with the UMXP, every 
component has the UMXP with the same value of P and with 0 = 0 (compare two edges in 
different components). So K is easily characterized once the connected graphs with the 
UMXP are known. It is also easy to verify with the help of Lemma 3X that all the graphs in 
Theorem 3W have the UMXP. 
From now on we assume K is a connected graph with the UMXP, properly weighted by k, 
and with matching number IL (K);3 2. We shall usually indicate edges by their endpoints 
and symbolize adjacency by -. We denote by K X (where X ~ V(K)) the subgraph 
induced on the complement of X. By P(xy) and O(xy, uv) we mean the expressions for P 
and 0 obtained by considering the edge xy, or the edges xy and uv. (Calculating 0 in 
different ways does most of the work of proof.) 
Summary. First we eliminate the examples in which K has a cut point. This simplifies 
the remainder of the proof. Then we have three cases: that in which there are a disjoint 
edge and odd circuit (the most difficult case), that in which K is bipartite, and the residual 
case. 
LEMMA A. If K has a cut vertex, it is a windmill or a double fan, weighted as in the 
definition of Gn(s) preceding Theorem 3W. 
Suppose Z is a cut vertex and Kf, K~, ... are the components of KZ. Observe that if 
more than one component is not a single vertex, then 0 = 0, for if ei E K: and ej E Kj, 
O(ej, ej) = O. Also notice that if there is a vertex, say in Kf, not adjacent to z, then there is 
an edge X1Yl where Yl -I- Z, XI - z; so if X2 - Z is in Kf, we have 
k(zxI) = O(ZX2, X1Yl) = 0, 
whence 0 ¥ 0 and every K: for i ¥ 1 is a single vertex. 
(6) 
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Case 1. There is a vertex in Kf not adjacent to z. Let 
X={x EK~: x -z}, 
Y = {y E K f : Y f- z }, 
Y(X)={YE Y: y-x} for xEX. 
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Since Q,e 0, every Y is adjacent to an x; for the same reason no two vertices in Yare 
adjacent. Let Y - x and let x' be any other vertex in X. Then 
Q = Q(xy, zx') = k(zx)+k(xx')+k(x'y); 
since k(zx) = 0, x' is adjacent to both x and y or to neither. If it is adjacent, 
0= O(xx', ZX2) = 2Q 
by (6), where X2 E K2 ; this contradicts 0 ,e o. Thus x is adjacent to no vertex in Kf except 
those in Y(x) and yE Y(x) is adjacent to nothing except x. This implies X={x} by 
connectivity of Kf. So K is a double fan. The weights are easily established by computingP 
in three different ways. 
Case 2. Every vertex is adjacent to z, and Q ,e O. Since K is not a star, Kf (say) is not an 
isolated vertex, but all other Kf are because Q ,e O. Let 
[(x) = L k(xx'). 
x ' ¢ z 
By comparing P(ZX2) for X2 E K2 with P(zx) we conclude that [(x) = 0 for all x E Kf. 
Hence 
P(xx') = k(xz) + k(x'z) + [(x) + [(x') - k(xx') 
= Q(xx', ZX2) - k(xx'), 
which implies k(xx') = Q - P whenever x - x'. But then it is impossible for [(x) to be 0 
unless there are no x' - x. Thus K is a star, contradicting /J- (K) ~ 2. 
Case 3. 0 = o. Then every vertex is adjacent to z. If Xi - Yi for Xi, Yi E Kr, then 
k(zx;) = -k(zy;) = ti, say. It follows that Kt is bipartite. Suppose Xi - Yi - x; where Xi ,e x;. 
Biparticity implies xif-x;, so we have . 
0= Q(XiYi, zx;} = k(zx;) + k(ZYi) + k(YiX;} = k(YiXD. 
Thus Yi and x: were not adjacent. This means Kr can have only a single edge. It follows 
that K is a windmill with perhaps extra edges pendant from the hub. Computing P(XiY;) 
shows that k(XiY;) = P, independent of which two-vertex component K7 is taken. 
If there were a pendant edge, say zz', then 0 = P(zx;) - P(zz') = k (XiY;) = P. But P, being 
an edge weight, cannot be O. So K is a windmill with the right weights. 
Note that this lemma is much easier if negative weights are excluded, as in the 
multigraph case. 
From now on we assume K has no cut vertex, in particular no pendant edge. 
Suppose xy is an edge such that K Xv is disconnected. Choose any component K? and a 
vertex v in another component, adjacent to x say. Then K? is properly contained in a 
component of KXv. Repeated application of this procedure yields an edge uv such that K UV 
is connected and contains K? We will use this fact to simplify some arguments. 
Now let xy be an edge and VOVI ... Vr a path of vertices distinct from x and y. By 
calculating O(xy, Vj-lVj) we discover that k(xvJ + k(yvj) alternates between two values, 
say R if j is even and 0 - R if j is odd. In particular R = 0/2 if the path contains an odd 
circuit. Narrowing the choice of xy, we have the following lemma. 
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LEMMA B. Let xy be an edge such that K XY is connected. If K XY is not bipartite, then 
k(xv)+k(yv)=0/2 for all v;tx,y. (7) 
If K XY is bipartite with left vertex set U and right set W, there is a constant R XY such that 
R XY 
k(xv)+k(yv) = {O _ R XY 
if v E U, 
if v E W. (8) 
We consider in turn the cases where (7) applies, K is bipartite, or neither is true. 
Case I. There is an edge xy with a non-bipartite complement K XY • Then we can assume 
K XY is connected. We decompose V(K XY ) into 
V={v: v-x and v-y}, 
U={u: u-x and u-f-y}, 
W={w: w-f-x and w-y}, 
Z = {z: z-f- x and z-f- y}. 
From (7) we have Z = Q> unless 0 = 0; also 
k(ux) = k(wy) = 0/2 
so U = W = Q> unless O;t O. 
We show that there are constants a and b such that 
k(xv) = a, 
k(vv') = b, 
o k(yv) =Z-a, 
o k(xy) =Z-b, 
(9a) 
(9b) 
for all distinct v, v' E V. This is trivially true if I vl:os; 1 (although a is indeterminate if 
V = Q». Otherwise, calculating O(xv, yv') and O(xv', yv), we have 
k(xv') + k(yv) = 0 - k(xy) - k(vv') = k(xv) + k(yv'). 
Adding the outer parts we obtain 0 (by (7)). So 0 = 2[0 - k(xy) - k(vv')]; this gives (9b). 
It follows that k(xv') + k(yv) = 0/2; comparing with (7), k(xv) is a constant and k(yv) is 
another as in (9a). Note that a ;t 0, a ;t 0/2 and b ;t 0/2, but so far b may be O. 
Case 1(1). Z;t Q>. Since here 0 = 0, we have V(K XY ) = V u Z. If V is a singleton, it is a 
cut point; this we excluded so we have I vi ~ 2. 
Because K XY is connected, there must be adjacent vertices v and z. Let v' be another 
vertex in V. Now 
0= O(vz, xv') - O(vz, yv') = k(xv) - k(yv) = 2a, 
a contradiction. Therefore this case is impossible. 
Case 1(2). Z = Q>. Then from O(xu, yv) we get 
From O(xv, yw) we get 
o k(uv)=b-a+
Z 
if U, V;tQ>. 
k (wv ) = a + b if V, W;t Q>. 
(lOa) 
(lOb) 
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And from O(xu, yw) we obtain 
Q 
k(uw) = b +2 if U, W,e cPo 
Our first deduction is that V,e cP (whence a is determined uniquely). For suppose 
V = cPo Then W = cP would make x a cut point, which we have excluded, so Wand similarly 
U are non-void. Then connectivity of K XY implies k(uw),e O. In order to have an odd 
circuit it is also necessary that some u and u' be adjacent (or some wand w', which is 
similar). Calculating O(ux, u'w)=k(uu')+k(u'x)+k(uw) leads to the conclusion that 
k(uu') = -b. Then calculating O(yw, uu') = k(uw) + k(u'w) = 2b + 0, we have b = O. But 
that contradicts the adjacency of u and u'. 
Next we show that U and Ware anticliques or void. Suppose we had u - u'. Then 
0= Q(uu', xv)- O(uu', yv) = k(xu) + k(xu'), 
which equals Q by (7). But then Q = 0, which would entail U = cPo Similarly w - w' is 
impossible. 
Suppose there exist adjacent vertices v and v' (thus b ,e 0). If U,e cP, then computing 
O(vv', xu) from (9a) and comparing with (lOa) yields the absurdity b = O. Similarly W,e cP 
leads to b = O. So we have V(K) = V u {x, y} and, because K XY contains an odd circuit, 
I vi ~ 3. Furthermore K is a clique Kn with n ~ 5, and all edges not adjacent to xy have the 
same weight. But xy is not distinguished; we could have chosen some other edge for its 
role. From this we can conclude that all weights are equal (to t = 0/4) and K = tKn. 
Suppose on the other hand V is an anticlique. The only way to have an odd circuit in K XY 
is for both U and W to be non-void. Hence 0 ,e O. Computing O(xv, uw) shows that b = O. 
The weights are 
o k(xy) = k(xu) = k(yw) = k(uw) =2' 
k(xv)=k(vw)=a, 
o k(yv) = k(vu) =2-a. 
Evidently one gets a truer picture of K by viewing it as a complete tripartite graph on the 
parts V, X = {x} u W, Y = {y} u U, where lxi, I yl ~ 2. If I vi ~ 2 we can calculate 
Q(xv, x'v') where x, x' E X; the result is a = 0/2, which is impossible. Hence V is a 
singleton. Comparing P(xv) to P(yv) shows that Ixi = I YI. Thus K = Knn 1 (t, t') with t = a, 
t'= -a+0/2. 
Case II. K is bipartite. As shown above we can find an edge xy for which K XY is 
connected. Since K is itself bipartite with left set U u {y} and right set W u {x}, (8) 
reduces to 
k(yw)=O-R XY (11) 
for all u E U and w E W. Thus neither of these numbers can be 0; so x - u and y - w for all 
u and W. Therefore K wu is connected. Let I = lui + 1 and n = I wi + 1. 
Suppose we refocus on an edge xu. Because y - w for every w, K XU is connected with 
right set Uu{y}\{u}. In analogy to (11), 
k(xy) = k(xu') = R Xu, k(uw) = 0 - R Xu , 
for all u' E U\{u}. 
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If I ~ 3 therefore R XU = R XY ; thence every edge at x has the same weight RX. Since K WU 
is connected, similarly every edge at w E W has the same weight R w. If also n ~ 3, by a 
similar argument all edges at y have the same weight; this implies R X = R W = R and in 
addition R = 0/2 and 0 ~ O. Thus K = RKt,n' 
If however 1>n=2, so W={w}, we still obtain RX=R w by comparing P(xu) = 
IR x +R w to P(yw) = IRw +Rx. 
The remaining case is I = n = 2. Combining 0 = P(xu) - P(yw) = k (xu) - k (yw) with 
(11), we have k(xu) = k(yw) = 0/2. Similarly k(xy) = k(uw) = 0/2. 
Case III. K is not bipartite but no complement of an odd circuit contains an edge. Let C 
be an odd circuit. There can be no chords, else we could find a smaller odd C' and an 
external edge. Let n = ICI and C = VOVI ... Vn (indices modulo n). We consider the case 
n = 3, then n ~ 5. 
If n = 3 there must be an outside vertex but no two such vertices can be adjacent. Each 
outside vertex is adjacent to two or three corners of C. Say x - VI. Vz. Then no other vertex 
y is adjacent to V3, else yV3 would be outside the triangle XVIVZX. Perhaps x - V3; then 
K = K4 and one shows by computations of P that all edges have equal weight. The other 
possibility is that K consists of an edge VIVZ and two or more vertices XI. Xz, ..• , Xm 
adjacent only to VI and Vz. Comparing the P(VZXi) shows all k(VIXi) are equal; similarly all 
k(vzxJ are equal. Then comparing P(VIXl) to P(VIVZ) = the total weight of K, we conclude 
k(vzxz) = 0, a contradiction. 
The interesting case is n ~ 5. Evaluating O(Vi-ZVi-t. ViVi+l) shows that all k(Vi - lVi) = 0; 
so 0 ~ O. Let x be a vertex outside C, if any. If x has neighbors Vi and Vj which are not two 
edges apart on C, then one can find a shorter odd circuit through C and a disjoint edge in C, 
contrary to the hypothesis of Case III. So for each xe C, x is adjacent to exactly two 
vertices Vi-l and Vi+l. Evaluating O(Vi-ZVi-t. XVi+l) shows that k(XVi-l) = O. Now 
0= O(Vi-lVi, XVi+l) = k(XVi-l) + k(ViVi+l) = 20 
leads to the absurdity 0 = O. So there are no vertices outside C. 
If n > 5, computing O(vovt. V3V4) shows 0 = 0, an impossibility. Therefore n = 5 and 
K=OCs. 
ALGEBRAIC ASPEcrS OF MATCHING VEcrOR IDENTITIES 
Summarizing our observations in the generality of weighted graphs, we have 
m(sG) = m( G)Ds 
for any scalar s, including s = -1, and 
m(K - G) = m(G)D_IN(K) (4) 
if G ~ K and K has the UMXP. From these results we deduce a general law for linear 
combinations. 
COROLLARY 1. If K is a weighted graph with the uniform matching extension property 
and G c;; K has any weights, then 
m(tK +sG) =m(G)Ds/N(K)Dt 
for any scalars t ~ 0 and s. 
In particular if s = t = 1 we have a formula for the edge-disjoint union: 
m(K + G) = m(G)N(K). (12) 
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The simpler form of (12) compared to (4) suggests that there really is some significant 
algebra at work. Although I have not discovered what it is, I can offer the following 
observation which suggests that graph complementation, with the requirement G s; K, is 
too narrow a framework for a theory of matching vector relations. 
Suppose G s; K' s; K and K, K' both have the UMXP. By two applications of (10), 
m(K + K' + G) = m( G)N(K')N(K). 
Formally this says N(K + K') = N(K')N(K), although K + K' does not have the UMXP. 
Now if we replace K' by its negative (and use (3) to evaluate N(K - K')) and assume 
k' =7 klK, we get 
meeK -K')+G) =m(G)N(K -K'), (13) 
valid for all graphs G s; K' although G shares no (properly weighted) edges with K - K'. In 
other words if we know m( G) we can add an "enveloping" graph K - K' and predict the 
new matching vector even though we are not complementing G. 
COUNTING SUBGRAPHS OF GIVEN TYPES 
For a fixed family 15 of isomorphism types of graphs, the 15-enumerator of a graph G is 
the function PG: 15 -+ Z which counts the number of sub graphs of G isomorphic to each 
FE 15. Consider a family 15 which contains every subgraph of each member: for instance 
the families of forests, of sesquilinear graphs, of disjoint unions of paths, of stars, and of 
matchings. We can ask which graphs K have the property that, given PG (where G s; K), 
we can write down PK -G. Analogs of Theorems 1 and 2 hold, involving the matrix N(K, 15), 
indexed by 15, whose entries are nFF.(k) = the number of ways to extend a given subgraph 
G s; K, isomorphic to F, to G' == F'. The necessary property of K is that such numbers 
nFF,(K) are independent of the choice of G. 
If it happens that some F E 15 has matching number;;. 3, then F contains M 3, M2 and MI. 
Hence P and Q are defined in any graph K which has the 15-complementation property. 
By Lemma 3W, K is one of the graphs with the UMXP. Just which ones have 15-
complementation can then be verified individually. 
HYPERGRAPHS AND THE UNIFORM CLIQUE EXTENSION PROPERTY 
The most interesting generalization is suggested by the observation that P, Q and 
matchir.gs all have their most natural interpretations in the line graph L(K). We say a 
graph G has the uniform clique extension property (UKXP) if every clique of size i lies in the 
same number, Aij(K), of j-cliques.* Then K has the UMXP if and only if L(K) has the 
UKXP. But not only graphs L(K) have uniform clique extension. So do the complemented 
line graphs of hypergraphs with the uniform matching extension property. t (Such hyper-
graphs and no others have the matching vector complementation property: analogs of 
Theorems 1 and 2.) 
The graphic examples Kn and K1,n belong to a large family of hypergraphs with the 
UMXP: the complete uniform multipartite hypergraphs H = H(nh ... ,nr; Ph . .. , Pr)' This 
type of hypergraph has vertex set 
.. More generally one can weight the vertices of G. 
t We allow edges of size 1 and multiple edges in hypergraphs. Matchings and the UMXP are defined in the 
obvious ways. In defining the line graph L(H), two hyperedges are adjacent if they overlap. 
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(disjoint union), where I v i i = ni, and edge set 
E={S~ V: Is" VJ=Pi}' 
(One should assume all Pi ~ n;/2; otherwise f.L(H) = 1 and H is a trivial example.} 
Admitting multihypergraphs yields also another kind of example analogous to Knn 1 (t I, t2): 
this consists of tH(n, ... , n; 1, ... , 1) together with a new vertex Vo and new edges of the 
form Si=SU{VO}\Vi (where S is given by (*)) having multiplicity ti, subject only to 
tl + ... + t, = t. And if arbitrary weights are allowed there are further examples generaliz-
ing windmills and double fans. 
QUESTION 1. What other multi- (or weighted) hypergraphs have the UMXP? 
There are in fact quite a few. We can clarify the question by turning to the complemen-
ted line graph. Since only adjacency of edges matters, not edge-vertex incidence, it will 
certainly be sufficient to answer the following question. 
QUESTION 2. What are the graphs with the uniform clique extension property? What 
are the vertex-weighted graphs with the property? 
Then the hypergraphs H having the UMXP are those for which L(H) has uniform clique 
extension. Conversely since every graph is the line graph of a hypergraph, any graph G 
with the UKXP equals L(H) for a hypergraph H with uniform matcbing extension. (All H 
corresponding to a given G can be constructed systematically; cf. [1].) So Questions 1 and 
2 are logically equivalent. 
Nonetheless the second formulation suggests examples which are not readily described 
as complemented line graphs. For instance when the clique number w = 2, the UKXP 
means merely that G is regular. There are many such graphs (an example being Cm whence 
the exceptional case Cs in Theorem 3 since L(Cs) == Cs); but in our context they are not 
very interesting. Similarly for arbitrary w > 2 there are many examples having A2w = 1 and 
any degree k == 0 mod w -1 (an easy necessary condition), constructed for instance as 
point-clique duals of products L( G 1) x Kw x ... x Kw where G 1 is a triangle-free, 
w-regular graph and there are k/(w -1) - 2 factors Kw. But these graphs with A2w = 1 are 
quite special. 
Graphs with Aw -l.w = 2 are also special. For them the (w -i)-dimensional simplicial 
complex {X~ V(G}: X is a clique} is a triangulated compact pseudomanifold. There is an 
infinite class of such objects with w = 3: the 6-regular graphs triangulating the torus. (And 
perhaps there are others.) But for larger w I doubt whether such examples exist. I venture 
to suggest: 
CONJEcrURE. The examples discussed above are essentially the only graphs with the 
uniform clique extension property. Summarizing the expected examples: graphs with 
A2w = 1, 6-regular triangulations of the torus, and the complemented line graphs L(H) for 
H = tH(nl. . .. , n,; PI. . . . , p,), H = the hypergraph analog of K nn1 (t1. t2) or a windmill or 
a double fan, or H = a multimatching tMn • 
There are still a few caveats. Say G has the UKXP. One can mUltiply all the vertex 
weights by a constant. One can replace any vertex by an anticlique with the same 
adjacencies and the same total weight. (Combining these operations, the composition 
G[Kt ] has the UKXP.) Now suppose G 1 and G2 are "compatible", having the same 
parameters Ai.i+l for i ~ 2. Then G 1 x G2 has the UKXP with parameters v = VIV2, 
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k = kl + k2' and the same Ai•i +1 again for i;3 2. In particular every power (0 1), has the 
property. If in addition kl = k2' the disjoint union 0 1 \:) O2 has the UKXP. So there are 
quite a few examples derived from the basic ones. 
There is one final interesting question, based on Lemma 3A and the analogous 
conclusion that, if H is a hypergraph with the UMXP having largest edge size t, then the 
numbers nij for i> t are computable from not. n12, ... , nl.l+l. 
QUESTION 3. Among the graphs with the UKXP, can those which are complemented 
line graphs of hypergraphs with a given largest edge size be characterized numerically, as 
by the analog of Lemma 3A? 
Incidentally it seems probable that the proper level of generality for studying our 
conjecture is that of simplicial complexes, specifically those in which, for every i and j, each 
simplex of size i lies in the same number Aij of simplices of size j. (One would also be 
interested in allowing vertex weights.) Besides the clique complexes of graphs with the 
UKXP, examples include the independent-set complexes of perfect. matroid designs. 
Indeed such designs yield the only matroidal independent-set examples. 
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